
Lawalu (Fish Wrapped in Ti Leaves) 

Hawaiians of long ago wrapped their fish in ti leaves before placing it on              
coals to  cook.  This  is  an  easy  recipe  for  you  to try. 

WHAT YOU NEED 
 

1. A fat mullet or any white-fleshed fish, cleaned. 
2. Hawaiian salt. 
3. Four or more large, fresh green ti leaves with long stems. 
4. Warm coconut milk. 

 
WHAT TO DO 

1. If you are using an oven, preheat it to 350° F. If you are using coals,                 
start the fire. 

2. Rinse the cleaned fish. Rub it with  Hawaiian  salt  inside and out. 
3. Debone two ti leaves. Directions for doing this are in sec- tion I, l.  
4. Put a ti leaf with a midrib on a flat surface, shiny side up. Lay your                

cleaned fish on this leaf. 
5. Lay a second ti leaf with a midrib, shiny side down, over the fish.              

Put the stem end of this ti leaf over the  tip  of the first leaf. 
6. Tuck the sides of the top leaf under the fish. 
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     7.  Wind one deboned ti leaf around the bundle.  Wind  from the  
          tip end of the top leaf down to the stem end. 
     8.  Wind the other deboned ti leaf around the bundle. Wind from  
           the stem end of the top leaf down to the tip end. 
     9.  Tie each deboned stern end in a knot around the bundle. Make  
           the knots as dose as you can to the fish. 
   10.  If you use your oven, place the bundle in a roasting pan. Add  
           a little water so the bundle will steam and bake. 
   11.  If you use coals, just put the bundle directly on them. You  
          may want to wind your bundle  with a few more  deboned ti  
          leaves so the fish will not bum. 
    12.  Allow about 20 minutes of cooking for each pound  of fish. 
    13.  Open the bundle and serve the fish. You may want to pour  
           warm coconut milk over the fish before you serve it.  


